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THE EDINBURGH VERSATILE ~AYOUT AND ASSEMBLY PRO~SAM 
by 
A. yatricia Ambler 
Department of Machine Intelligence 
University of EdinOurgn 

A computer-controlled versatile layout and assembly system haS 
recently been programmed at the School o~ Artificial Intelli~ence, 
University of EdinOurgh. The equipment used, locally Known as 
~reddy, consists of a moveable table, a mechanical hand suspended 
over the table and two fixed TV cameras, all connected via an ~ 
honeywell 316 to a timeshared 12~ ICL ~130 running pop-2 programs. 
The hand is fixed above the table but can be raised and lowered, and 
rotated about a vertical axis. It has two palms, with force sensors, 
w~ich are parallel to each other, and can be tilted spout a 
norizontal axis, and moved together and apart. There is an oDllquely 
mounted, wide-angle TV camera which is used to scan the table, ind a 
vertically mounted one which is used to examine zn detail smaller 
areas of the table {See Figure l). 

The layout and assembly program enables one to tip a oox~ul o~ toy 
parts into a neap on the table (Figure ~), and to leave the robot, 
unattended, to sort out the parts, choose those which are neeoeo ~o 
make a particular toy, lay them out neatly on the table, an~ %hen 
assemble them into a completed toy. It takes aOout I i/Z hours per 
toy. In orOer to do this the robot has to be taught (a; now to 
recognize individual parts, and how to handle them and {O; now ~o 
assemble the toy. These two teaching processes bOth take 2-~ nours 
of interactive time. The heap smashing and layout program is aule to 
seal with things golng wrong, sometimes a part is dropped when i~ is 
being moved, and sometimes an even worse tnan usual TV picture leads 
~o the non-recognition of an object. The robot is able to recover. 
however, the assemOly part of the system is not sole to recover xrom 
unforeseen events. 

~'&nding Objects on the Table 

The table top is searched with the oblique camera. ObJeCts on zt 
are seen as white blobs on a blaCK background. The rObOt works 
out their location on the table, using some arbitrary figure ~or 
their height. Objects seen in SUbsequent pictures are put into 
correspondence with the map so formed using not only their 
absolute positions, but also their relative positions. To do 
thls, a graph matching program is used. Xnzs program is also used 
in object recognition when matching segments anO holes. 

object description anu Recognition 

An object lying by itsell on toe table will be in one of several 
possible mechanicallY stable states. The robot zs taught, uy 
example, the appearance, under the vertical camera, o~ the object 
in each of these stable states. The learned uescription is 
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hierarchical, and includes, at the region level, details of the 
white blOb on the black background of the table; at the noie 
level, the number and shape of any holes; at the outline level, 
the number, shape, and relations between curved and stralg~,t~ilne 
segments that have been fitted to the outline of the bloO {Figure 
O). 

Having learned a visual description of an ObOect lying on toe 
table, the robot is shown how to handle it when it is in such a 
position. Freddy is shown, bY example, now to grasp the object, 
how to turn it over into a standard stable state, and where ~o lay 
it on the table reaOY for assembly. 

Recognition of an object involves matcning toe nierarcnical 
description of the object as seen under the vertical camera line 
actual description), with the learned description (the model 
description). Once it has been recognized as an ooject In a 
particular stable state, the robot will be able to work out now to 
pick it up and now to lay it out. 

~eap Smashing 

If an object seen under the vertical camera is not recognized tnen 
it is treated as a neap, and the hands are used to break up the 
neap, The robot does not try to recognize indlviOual ObjeCtS in a 
heap, but tries to lift something out so that %t can be put down 
on a clear part of toe table and examined without inter£erence. 
When breaking a neap, Freddy first tries to see a protruslon wnicn 
can be grasped by the palms. If he can't find one, tnen Lie tries 
a blino grab at the neap, and if this fails to get anytnlng, then 
he sweeps his bands through the neap to spread it over the table , 
and then tries to picX sometnlng up again. ObOeCts wnlcn nave not 
been recognized because of a poor TV picture will be treated as 
heaps and picked up and put down again and re-examlneO, so that 
they have a good chance of being properly recognized. 

ASsemDly 

The assembly part of the program works blino, using only nano 
sensing. It is written interactively at instruction time using 
some basic moving and sensing operations ann two nigner=levei 
ones. The higher-level operations are: constrained move--i.e., 
move in some particular direction until some opposing force is 
felt, while at the same time keeping in contact with the surface; 
anO hole fitting--i.e., use a spiral pattern search to flt so~,le 
protrusion into a hole. 

The assembly of a toy car from a Kit consistlng of four wneels, 
two axles and a car body usually takes aboUt i/~ hour. A 
workbench is used, fixed to a corner of the table. It has a 
"vice" for holding wheels while axles are being fitted, and a wall 
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to hold the car against while the second wheels are being fitted 
onto the axis (Figure 5). 

A paper describing the system is to be presented at IJOAl-'(~ (Ambler, 
Barrow, Brown, Burstall, and Popplestone, "A Versatile, 
Computer-Controlled, Assembly System"). ~wo Zilms nave been 
made--one snowing the robot sorting out arts assembling a toy car, ant 
the other showing the robot sorting a mixea neap of car ans snip 
parts, ana then assemOling both the car and the snip. 

REPORT OS THE SIGART MEETING AT THE NCC 
by 
Ranan ~anerji 
Case Western ~eserve University 
Cleveland, OhiO 

~IGART met on June 6, during the National Computer conference a s  
announced. This reporter met a numver of people the next aay wno 
were disappointed to miss it, and said they sic nbt ~now about %t. 
Perhaps the SIC meetings should have oeen somewhat heifer puo~ic~zeo 
oy the ~CC Committee itself. NeeO we punzsn so severely those 
members woo ~o not read their newsletters or those sympathizers wno 
are not members? 

That's all for the comment. The business part of the meetln~ 
consisted mostly of Chairman George Ernst introducing the new 
cnair~,an, ~obert Balzer. There was some uiscussion of the AU~ a n d  
S~GART finarces. The Chairman answered some questions regarding the 
mechanism of selection of officers of SIG's unser ACM bylaws. 

The hignligl~t of tne evening was SaUl Amarel's t a i K  on present al 
activities at Rutgers University. What follows is this reporte@[s 
recollection and unaerstandlng of what he saiS. 

The three areas of work that he discussed at some length were: 

i. A work on automateo individualized teaching, where the 
students' specific shortcomings are analyzeo ano attenaea to. AS 
a major example of the analysis of errors, he quoteO tnelr work on 
the guessing of grammar modification. The work dif£er@ from thOSe 
of SolomonofZ, GolO, Fu and others in the major respect t h a t  the 
program is not made to guess at grammar about which no information 
is Mnown except for the example sentence. Insteau, it is ~n0wn 
that the sentences come from a grammar which is similar in many 
respects to a given known grammar. Computer-alded teachlng 0Z 
programming has been a major vehicle oZ tnls research. 

2. A model of a belief system and its use in automatic 
interpretation of social interactions. This involves explaining 
motives and goals of people oY analysis of how they interact. 
SUCh analysis is based on assumptions of a person's belies system 
about the world, which includes a moOel of belief systems of other 
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